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SCWAReD projects

• Scholar-Curated Worksets for Analysis, Reuse & Dissemination 
(SCWAReD)

• Funded by Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

• Seek to build HathiTrust Research Center (HTRC) worksets drawn from 
materials related to historically under-resourced and marginalized 
textual communities and identify gaps in the HT collection.
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Research questions

• How is the coverage of Native American authored works 
in HathiTrust?

• What are the characteristics of the Native works corpus? What 
does this tell us about representation among Native authors, 
genres?

• What are the characteristics of the writing styles of Native 
authors? How do they compare with non-Native authors when 
writing on similar subjects?



Method

• Create a relational database to store Native author/work information
• Identify Native American authors and their works
• Search in HathiTrust to create a HTRC workset of Native American 

authored works
• Identify gaps where Native American works are not covered in 

HathiTrust
• Apply text mining on the workset
• Compare the works generated by this textual community with other 

communities of interest



What do we mean by ‘Native authored 
works’?
• Geographically limited to the continental US and Canada
• Authors needed to self-identify as a member of a federally recognized 

tribe
• Included authors of books, chapters in edited volumes, dissertations, 

reports (but not journal articles)
• Included works with non-Native co-authors
• *No claims to be exhaustive! Hope to continue expand the database.



Create a database



Identify Native-authored works

• Internet Public Library (IPL) Native American Authors collection
• 631 native authors and 2017 work titles (4 titles without author information)

• Native American Languages (NAL) collection
• 122 titles

• Native American Studies journals over last 30 years
• 51 volumes

• The LSA’s Natives4Linguistics list of Indigenous linguists
• 34 titles

https://www.ipl.org/div/natam/
https://samnoblemuseum.ou.edu/collections-and-research/native-american-languages/


Identify Native-authored works – cont.

• Indigenous studies departments
• OU listservs
• Goodreads Native American Authors Shelve
• Electric Lit Webpage
• Library websites
• First Nations Development Institute
• Personal blogs
• Publisher websites

https://www.goodreads.com/shelf/show/native-american-authors
https://electricliterature.com/decolonize-your-bookshelf-with-these-books-by-native-american-writers/
https://www.firstnations.org/knowledge-center/books/


Search HathiTrust for matches

• HTRC staff helped search the authors and titles in the HathiTrust
index

• The search process relied on a tool built for identifying volumes 
available in HT digital library based on a list of titles/authors.

• Search results from automated searches were further manually 
screened for additional matches that were missed due to variations in 
author names or titles.



Coverage of Native American Authored Works

We also searched a prominent journal in the domain “American Indian Culture and Research 
Journal”, which is covered by HT digital library



Basic statistics of the Native-authored 
workset

There is overlap between the NAL and IPL worksets: Out of the 36 matched titles, 45 matched 
records, and 56 matched items in NAL, 17 titles, 23 records and 27 items are also matched in the 
IPL workset, respectively. Four of the 15 NAL authors are also included in the IPL workset. The total 
number of matches after removing overlap is listed in the last row of Table 2.



Search HathiTrust for matches



Comparative workset

• Searching HT digital library for similar subjects
• "Indians of North America", "Indians", "Indian", "Indiens", "Indiens

d'Amérique"

• Control the timer period to 1826 to 2009

• Random sample 1000 works, and adjusted language presentation

• 927 volumes



Native authorship was very limited prior to 
1960



Tribal representation

• Authors from ~255 federally recognized tribes are represented in the 
database, vs. ~1208 recognized Native Nations and First Nations in 
the US and Canada (17.4%)



Top tribes



Representational parity between female and 
male Native authors

452 female authors, 486 male authors, 4 Two Spirit, 14 unknown



HathiTrust gap analysis

• Lack of representation of more recent works (post-2009)
• Restriction by genre (mostly fiction, history, scholarly)
• Limited coverage of non-English works (issues with language IDs)
• Less diversity in tribal representation
• *Restrictions for discoverability (identify authors by sub-unit, i.e. 

article, chapter)



Textual analysis



Topic modeling for exploratory analysis



Topic Modeling: raw output 



Common topics

• Colonial govt. - tribe relations
• Linguistics
• Industry
• Native arts and subsistence
• Ceremony, kinship



Different topics

• More culture and tradition in the Native set; close association 
between culture, medicine, community, and government

• More archaeology and history/militarism in the non-Native set
• Casinos/gaming, health, boarding schools, and student/education-

related topics in the non-Native set



Keyword in Context/Term Frequency

• Terms of interest within Native American Studies:
• People/groups

• E.g. Vine Deloria, Sitting Bull, Quanah Parker, Custer, Black Kettle, AIM …
• Events/places

• E.g. Sand Creek, Trail of Tears, Wounded Knee, Black Hills, Alcatraz, NAGPRA …
• Academic terms

• E.g. Relationality, Reciprocity, Survivance, Decolonize, Sovereignty, Revitalization …
• Archaeology terms

• E.g. prehistory, Mississippian, artifact, excavate, ancient …
• People terms

• E.g. Indian, Whites, savage, Indigenous, colonist, blood quantum, …
• Misc. relevant things

• E.g. land, massacre vs. battle, frontier, New World, per cap, assimilate …



Keyword in context data



Term frequency by year/decade



Term frequency normalization

• Term usage = # of works use the term/ total # of works in the decade



Nature terms

• The most frequent terms like ‘land’, ‘water’, ‘rights’, ‘power’, 
‘spirit(ual)(ity)’ were important (frequent) in both corpora.

Native workset Non-Native workset



Group terms

• “Indian” is the most widely used term by both groups for all years, 
followed by ‘Native’. ‘Indigenous’ is surprisingly uncommon, and 
‘Aboriginal’ is used more often in the comparative corpus (statistically 
significant)Native workset Non-Native workset



Academic terms
• These terms do not seem to have gained much traction for either set 

of authors. ‘Community’ is a popular term in both sets.
Native workset Non-Native workset



(Surprisingly) infrequent in both:

• Historical figures (Geronimo, Custer, Sequoyah, etc.)
• Contemporary figures and movements (Deloria, AIM, BIA, etc.)
• Legislation (Indian Removal Act, Allotment, Trail of Tears, etc.)
• Conflicts (Wounded Knee, Little Big Horn, etc.)



Native vs. Non-Native sets

• Notable differences related to the US national narrative, shown by uses of some 
terms:
• ‘New World’
• ‘extinct’
• ‘settler’
• ‘frontier’
• ‘pioneer’

• Authors from the comparative set are more likely to use these uncritically; Native 
authors are generally critical of and sometimes play off these concepts.

• Sentiment analyses are underway.



Word Embedding



Word 
embedding

Native-authored workset Comparative workset



Take-aways

• Although Native Studies rarely foregrounds quantitative techniques, 
we see here that DH quantitative techniques confirm at least some of 
the things we know about Native writing.

• Computer-generated methods are incredibly helpful for handling 
larger datasets. However, manual screening is still always necessary to 
get accurate results.
• Screening HathiTrust author lists
• Cleaning Keyword in Context results
• Standardizing data (tribal affiliation, language ID)
• Adding missing information (e.g. chapter vs. edited volume)



How does ChatGPT respond to our research 
questions?



ChatGPT







Thanks for your attention!
Questions & Comments

Contact me at kunlu@ou.edu


